
REGULATIONS &  OPERATING PROCEDURE 
The organizer of the INTERNATIONAL SALON OF ART PHOTOGRAPHS MINIATURE 
(4.April) is the photo club “Studentski grad”, Novi Beograd, Serbia. 
Amateurs end professionals from all parts of the world cam participate in this exhibition. 
To participate in this exhibit, the following entry fee is required    
15�   25 �   30�  35�  +  5$   (10�  for CD) (separate envelope with photo) 
a) monochrome  b) color 
 
THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED SIZE PHOTOGRAPHS  is    max10 x 10 cm   
 
Ideal     10x10 cm,       7x10cm,      10x7cm 
Size passepartout is       13 x 18,    < 1mm 
Each entrant may submit a maximum of 4 images per section 
Works chosen for the exhibition will be put in a frame, so please stick the presented size or the 
passepartout. *(authors passepartout not see) 
Any modification (computers manipulation), the final work must be on PHOTO  EMULSION. 
Awarded and works of art given as the presents by artists will be in the SALON FUND. 
 
DIGITAL 
a) open             b) nature 
Digital files to be submitted on a CD; the required format of JPG 8 bit RGB 300 dpi with the big 
side of max 40cm.  
Preferably, filesshould be named as follows: country_N_ Family name_O1.jpg  (O-open, N-nature), 
second folder : country_N_Family name_title (separate folder OPEN, NATURE)   
The artists will send their works of art by mail  ( Not R ) 
     
Vojislav Mitric, AFIAP, ESFIAP 
                   Tosin bunar   147   II / F (149) 
                   11070 Novi Beograd, SERBIA  
 
The jury will select the works for Salon. 
The organizer will avards 2x FIAP  (gold, silver, bronze medals and 6 ribbons of merit),   
2x SALON  medals 
Gold medal FSS for best nature photography 
Gold medal FSS for best sport photography 
Gold medal FSS for best experimental photography 
 
DIGITAL 
FIAP medals ( gold, silver, bronze medals and 6 ribbons of merit) 
FSS medals (gold, silver, bronze medals) 
The organizer is responsible for loss or damage of works from the moment of receiving to the 
moment of sending them back to the artists. 
The public will be informed about the exhibition in the catalogue and newspapers, on television and 
radio. 
The organiser will publish the catalogue. The artists may not clain the compensation for the 
reproduction of the works in the catalogue (***), not for promotion of the exhibition in the broadest 
sense. 
Having signed the application the artist accepts all this clauses of regulations and operating 
procedure of the Salon. 
The Administrative Committee. 


